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Shouldn't we just like who we are and accept people for who they are? Mistakes and all. It

seems that lately, especially in social media, that people are being ostracized when they speak

out of term or make mistakes. This used to be forgiven or forgotten quickly, but now people get

"cancelled". Yes, people make mistakes, WE all do, and we all HAVE. With enitre lifetimes now

being exposed online, its as if the past stays with you forever, and even worse, can ruin your

future. LEt's switch this "cancel culture" and use the opputrunity to learn and teach and forgive

people when they apologize for past mistakes. Being confident in your decisions and actions

can help you understand where other people are coming from and why they say and do the

things they do. Let's support each other no matter what! Check out this side-by side CHART on

confident and insecure people and learn how you can change for the better.

Cancel Culture or Counter Culture
Being Confident with Yourself AND Others
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IF YOU DRINK SOMETHING
HOT IT WILL ACTUALLY
COOL YOUR CORE BODY
TEMPERATURE DOWN

GOATS HAVE RECTANGULAR
PUPILS IN THEIR EYE

HIPPOPOTAMUS MILK IS
PINK!
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https://cdn.lifehack.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/15223710/confident-vs-insecure-people1.jpg
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Most of us feel sad, lonely, or depressed at times. It's a normal reaction to loss, life's struggles, or

loss of self-esteem. But when these feelings become overwhelming, cause physical symptoms,

and last for longed than it should, they can keep you from leading a normal, active life. That's

when it's time to ask for help. At the high school we have many trusted adults that you can

reach out to, for yourself or a friend. Stop by our Wellness Center, email Ms. Noble, visit our

PowerSchool page or check out our website to see all of our resources and find what you need to

get you back to feeling good!

Brush Your Hair, Clean Your Room and Get Out of That Funk!

"A good laugh and a long sleep are the two best cures for anything." - Irish Proverb
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https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/mental-health-and-hygiene-victories-tiktok-134050775.html


Tips for Motivating Your Teen to Embrace  Growth Mindset
Try these strategies to promote risk-taking and perseverance. 


